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BACKGROUND AND METHODOLOGY 

From February through July of 1977, members of the Crime Preventl0n 

Division, along with selected members of the Patrol Division, engaged in 

a project of interviewing persons who had histories of involvement in the 

crime of burglary. Most of these) subjects were at the time of the inter-

views inmates in penal institutions, but one group interview was conducted 

at a halfway house for offenders. 

All interviewees had been told of our purpose prior to our~rrival, 

and had volunteered their participation. At the outset of each session, 

the subject was assured that we had no interest in prosecution, that we 

~)were'~not ,interested in developing any investigative leads, and that his 
" 

answers would be held in confidence. Our agreement was that his name 

would not be linked to any information we gained~ and indeed, he need 

not even tell us his last name. 

Our first interviews were conducted at the Lookout Mountain School 

in Golden where we spoke to eleven boys ranging in age from fourteen to 
.p ,. 

eighteen years. All admitted to having committed burglaries in the past, 

with the average number per subject at about twenty. Our approach was 
-"7~';;:;---

. to have at least two agents present to interview a single subject, 

maintaining a fairly constant barrage of questions to prohibit him from 

giving too much thought to his answers. While some boasting and conning 
,"-
"was evident in the responses by many of the boys, the format was such 

that we believe we were able to gain ,some factual information and weed 

out the invalid responses. 

The following month, agents traveled to the Colorado State Reformatory 
(I 2: ,; 

at Buena Vista and there interviewed thirty-five inmates, ranging in age 

from eig~teen to twenty-seven years. Our format for these interviews was 
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the same: two agents questioning a single inmate. 

The reformatory inmates were noticeably less boastful in their cOnlllents 

to us. Indeed. our impression was that their answers were for the most part 

straightforward. matter-of-fact. and truthful. These subjects had also had 

a much greater involvement in the crime of burglary, many admitting to have 

committed a hundred or more. 

In July, we interviewed six residents of a drug abuse rehabi.litation'--' 

center in Lakewood. These subjects were interviewed in a group setting 

which was much less satisfactory to us. We were not convinced that we could 

determine the credibility of the responses from this group,' intervi~w. Neverthe-

less, some earlier findings seemed to be confirmed. 

We were not successful in gaining permission to pursue our project at 

the Colorado State Penitentiary in Canon City. Initially we were met with 

enthusiasm by the CSP staff but the enthusiasm waned. 

This l'eport will not be a documentation of individual responses by 

the subjects interviewed;· -J,t was not our intention to produce. a scientific 
'.' 

research paper, but merely to get a subjective feel for. the \I!~ya burgla;r . 

thinks so that we might more effectively pursue those crime prevention 

programs which offer the greatest deterrence to burglars. A"numberof 

common a 1 i ti es came out of thi s proj'ect, a.nd we bel i eve ~e can make some 

general statements which apply to most of the subjects interviewed. 

BECOMING,A BURGLAR 

" 

r.> : 

We were struck by the large number of offenders who told us that 

they had become invo.lved in burglary as children, many":of them having 

started at the age of twelve or thirteen years,. Their c~reers beg!LLi/ 

through associ at;-ons wi ~o~-=~~~i-r ~e~rs who introduced them to~th=e=a~c~t=i='-V~i t=y=.'i'======,·=:~=1 

\\ " 
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Often the items taken in these early burglaries were used for barter among 

friends or were used by the subjects themselves for their own enjoyment. 

These initial experiences became easier as more were committed, and finally 

deve10ped into a lifestyle of crime, much as a legitimate career would be 

developed by one more responsible. 

DRUGS -, 
\~urpri singly, we di d Jl0t, fi nd many burgl ars who were heavy drug users. 
~ . 

Most o:fthetltfiad at least experimented with marijuana and many had used 
lif 

pills at one time or another. However, there were few heroin u,~ers. Since 

there is a theory that crime is causally related to narcotics addn:t"!.9n, 
'.) " 

we .. asked the few former .addicts we met about this. They admitted that 

they had committed a great number of burglaries in order to obtain cash 

for their habits, but they also admitted ,that they had begun committ,ing 
n 

burglaries before ever becoming addicted to drugs. It does not seem 

correct then to say that narcotics addiction "leads ll to burglary. 

On the other hand, the total number of burglaries per offender 
If 

increases greatly as his ne~d for cash grows with his drug addiction. 
(". 

Moreover, the former addi cts we i ntervi ewed we'r·e mora 1 i ke ly to have 
" 

been armed during the commission of their crimes, and were more likely 

to,have used their weapons to avoid arrest. '.j 

The drug most frequently abused by the subjects was alcohol. Many 

admitted to having had serious drinking p'roblems during their burglary 
:<1 

careers. '. S6me said that they had got drunk to get]l up 'nerve to commit a 

burglary. Others said they would begin drinking s)~~ial1Y, and the 
1.~_). . 

increased feel ing of irresponsibil ity led them\ to \con~id~r a brea~';':in 
, 

asa.good way to galn cas" for~more C1r;nKfng~. ··~i\~·~~·~·····"==~~~"~·~-"=·: 
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EFFECT OF INSTITUTIONALIZATION 

We were impressed with the effectiveness that mere incarceration alone

.had on some of the inmates. This was especi.ally apparent among the inmates 

at the reformatory. Although many complained that there had been no cOlmsel

ing or other rehabilitative efforts by the staff, they also admitted that 

the mere fact of their isolation from their former associates~_9n~the street 

gave them a breathe~"', time to get out of lithe life" and to think about their. 

future. Only one or two of the subject~ felt that they would return to crime 

careers on their release. (While recid;:~V'ism figur'es prove the inmates 
\ <=.:~=-, 

wrong, their comments are interesting nevertheless, as we believe they' were 

sincerely given at the time.) Some told us that probation ha9 been ineffec

tive because it allowed them to return to their associates and their former 

way of life. 

MODUS OPERANDI 

Typically, our subjects cased a house by driving down the street looking 

over the neigh~orhood. While most of the older more sophisticated burglars 

left the immediate area of their own residence, many of t'he younger Oiles per

formed jobs within a few blocks of their own homes •.. Access to an automobile 

and degree of commitment to a lifestyle of burglary seem to be the deteJmining 

fact()rs here. 

The things that attracted the subjects to a particular home ar~ these. 

First, most o.f them looked for an affluent neighborhood made up of mostly 

detac;hed houses. They tri cd to see ins i de a home in order to get a· genera r 

feel for the level of affluence of the occupants. This is facilitat~d by 
" 

~ I ) 
( 

o 

open garages and open curtains on pictur~:"'~indows. Once this prel iminary 
. IL ,-' =============""=====; ===== ====91) 

G () 
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n~ighborhood casing is accomplished, and a particular house is spotted, 
() 

the subject then tried to get an idea of the habits ofuthe occupants of 

that home, "and also the habits of the neighbors nearby. He may sit in 

h~r11 vehicle inconspicuously in the neighborhood in· order to watch the house 

to determine whether children are home, what time the occup~ntsleave for 

work, whether they retu'rn for 1 unch and if ,so what time, the presence of 
'l 

police patrols in the area,(~nd the presence of a dog at the residence. 
, ,. .;::,. .... ~ 

Having s,ettled on a particular residence, the burglar will typically 
; 

~rtve to within a bloc~ to one-half block from the residence. He parks 
,-' ,'I 

at a curb among other cars 9r in a nearby parking lot among other cars. 
) ", 

He then w~lks to the front door of the house, usually making hJs approach 

from the front rather than from an alley or the rear. He then knocks 

loudly and long at the front door to ascertain that no one is home. He 

is facilitated in this by the presence of open curtains near the front 

doore. 

There are variations on this technique. A small number of subjects 

would ascertain the name of the occupants from the mailbox and telephone 

the residence first. A couple of those whom we interviewed used a "dummy," 

usually a small child who would knock at the front door for them. A home-
I 
\ 

owner is more likely to respond to the fr'ont door if he sees a child there 

than if he sees an adult. We met only one person who claimed that he 
" 
searcheq the obituaries for funeral notices in order to learn which house 

would be vacant. ' 

After gaintn~ no response to his knock, the burglar will frequently 
" 0 

go "to a more concealed door or window to gain entry. If the front door 

seems particularly vulnerable, or concealed, he may try entry tht'ough 
D 

~'C=",,====-=,t~h,'!Ee'=~okf~!:!~o,!.!;nl't=do_Q~·, HoweYJ~1:&-iJ-t_h.fL{t:oJtt=df.tOJ:_C's_eems==c.QIlSJ:ttccuoous_.=Jtr __ tf=~=~=_==_ ' 
0", II t.J • 

it, appears that it would take some work to get in that way, he will 
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typicallY go to the rear door. The most frequent way of entering 

through a rear door is by breaking out nearby glass or glass in the door 

itself, reaching': through and unlocking the door from the inside. The 

next most popular way of gaining entry is by attacking a concealed rear 

basement window. Usually this is done by knocking out a small pane of 

glass within the window, reaching through and unlocking it. The burglar 

then crawls into the basement and goes into the upstairs 'part ,gt the 

house. It seems to be true that burgl ars do not 1 i ke the?isound of break

ing glass. We interviewed a few of them who would break out an entire 

window and crawl through. One who claimed that he had made! such an 

entry stated that he did this by first cracking the glass, making a 

small hole, and then picking th~ shards of glass out piece by piece so 

as to avoid undue noise. 

O~ice inside t'he house, the burglar works as quickly as he can. 
); 

Many take only jewelry or cash. Other items of high value to them are 

stereos and portable TV's. Firearms do not appear to have the attraction 

that we had expected. Many of:,those whom we interviewed are nervous about 

gunf] for some reason. Some others feel that the penalty for burgl a ry is 

more severe if guns are disturbed. 

When the burglar leaves the residence, he may walk directly back 

to his car along tne main street. There are variations to this. Some 
',' 

take a route through alleys with the stolen items, while others may 

stash the items in a culvert or ravine or some other cancealed location, 

returning to pick them up later. If he is driving, he will attempt to 

get bacRto the main thoroughfares as quickly as possible. 

any extent.' Most of' the items are sold to "street peoPle~ II or other a~so
I 

ciates. They are aware of the hazards 'in dealing with 'pawnshops. Some 
\j , 
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of th~~l take specific' ordlrs for items before doing a job. That way, they 
, \\ 

have a ready market for f~\st disposal of the items. 
'::: 

We found wide variations in' the time of day that the subjects worked. 
? 
~ ~ 

T~~y S"l~m to be evenly divided between nighttime and daytime as far as 
( 1 . 
'"t..--.. 

reSidential work goes. Furthermore~ those burglars who worked residences 

during the nighttime hours expressed a wide range of preferences for 

>, the time of evening. Some preferred early evening when they thought 

" that people would be out at particular events. Others preferred late 

night periods of time, specializing. in homes where the occupants were 

~! 

on vacation. 

There was no consensus on the type of clothing which would be wotn: 

on ~ p~rticular job. A couple of subjects stated that they would wear 

dark clothing and quiet shoes. However, most simply wore whatever street 

clothing they had on at the time. 

While there does not as yet seem to be any great use of radios

police band, CW, walkie-talkies ~ this technique is b~coming more popular. 

Walkie-talkies especially seem to be gaining popularity. A few of the 

people to whom we spoke had used CB radios. 

The tools carried by the burglars normally consisted of only a 

screwdriver, a butter knife, or perhaps a pair of pliers. We did not 
,"j 

talk to many who used vise grips. Some said that they carried tape 

with them to tape the glass in the window before bre~king it. 
/ . 

DETERRENTS TO BURGLARY 
'C', 
~Wat sorts of things deter burglars? Probably the most effective 

program sponsored by police departments is the Neighborhood Watch Program. 

Nearly all of those to whom we spoke said that the mere notice of them 
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by a neighbor was enough to send 'them on their way. Interestingly however, 

SOIll~ did not mind mere notice, cit.ing the apathy of neighbors",and the 

general desire among the populace to remain uninvolved in their neighbors' 
II 

o.ffairs. All of the subjects said tfl'at if they were(~enged by a 

neighbor, they woUld"leave. The common, almost universal, answer to an 

occupant who answered the door or to a neighbor who challenged them, was 

something to the effect that they were looking for a particular family in 

the area. 

Concerning Operation Identification, the most frequent response we 

got was that it is of no deterrent value. No one said he would not break 

in to a residence where a decal was displayed, although two persons claimed 

they would avoid taking marked items. Others claimed that marked or not, 

they would have little difficulty in disposing of the items. Moreover, 

many of the subjects claimed they normally took items which would not be 

marked anyway: jewelry, cash, etc. One imaginative subject claimed the, 0 

decals worked to his advantage by clueing him that any items taken should ? 

be later scrutinized by him and the identifying marks purged. The majority 

of the subjects had never heard of the program however, until it was explairl.d 

to them by us. 

An apparently effective deterr~nt was locks. Many subjects told us that 

there was no lock that they could not defeat. They felt that. there was nothing 

that one could do to protect one's property. Nevertheless, the subjects all 

agf~d t,hey did not want to spend a lot of time working for an entry. Some of 

them recognize deadbolt locks and would nc~ even attempt entry through a door 

protected by such a lock. If entry is not possible in a fair,ly short time, the 
"/ 

burglar lo'oks for an easier access to the house. 'This usually means that he 

will look .. for a concealed and less well protected windowusuallY,at ground level. 0 

The lesson to be learned from this is that if a house is well protected with 
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adequate locks, and if other possible entrances dd' not afford great con

cealment, entry into the house will likely be foiled. 

T~r information we got concerning the effectiveness of dogs was 

conflicting. Many of our subjects stated that they had been confronted 

by noisy dogs, but were able to quiet them by talking in an authoritativJf 
. '\ 

manner. This seemed to work with most barking dogs. Almost all subjects' 

stated that they would not attempt to burglarize a residence or a business 

protected by trained attack dogs. There was some suggestion by a number 

of them that they would defeat the presence of such dogs by poisoning them 

or clubbing them to death. However, we can recall very few instances of 

that reported in Lakewood during our police careers, and tend to think this 

claim is exaggerated. Neverthe)iess, a loudly barking dog, which is persistent in 
\' i 

its alarm, wou.ld probably dete/ most of the subjects we interviewed. Again, 

they do not wish to be noticed. Finally, a larg~ dog inside the residence 

seems to be an effective deterrent, since the burglar has no way to determine 
'J 

if it is vicious or not. 

Police patrol can be extremely effective. We gave each of the subjects 

three specific situations: What if you were about to, conunit a burglary and 

saw a police carin the area? What if the police officer drove by you and 

, noticed you? What if the police patrol officer stopped, que~tioned you, 

and perhaps filled.'out a contact card? Many of the subjects would be deterred 

by the mere presence of a police car. Most are deterred by notice, from a 

policeman~ All are deterred by police contact. The active contact by the 

police officer might make some of them merely postpone the job, but a great 

many said that they would not return to the area for that specific job at all. 

We asked the subjects specific questions about lighting, shrubbery, high 

fences conce,,,l ing the back door, etc. The general response to this was that 

anything which offers concealment is to their advantage. Therefore, a light 
o 
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at a rear door might not deter them if there was no other residence 
o 

around which might contain a neighbor to notice them. However, lights ,,1ln 

areas which would illuminate them tOipassersby or to other neighbors would 

be a deterrent. 

We got confl i cti ng reports concerni ng 1 i ghts on in a residence. Thec~1 
'\. 

general consensus was that a timed light would probably be effective, es-

pecially if the burglar were to see it come on or go off. He would have 

no way to know whether it was activated by a time device or by a resident. 

Decals on windows advising of the presence of an alarm system can be 

a deterrent. However, a burglar often "tests" the validity of the warning 
, o 

by attempting entry. If no alarm sound is heard, he may r~treat to a 

concealed vantage point to watch for ~/PQl ice response. If no car 

arrives, he decides the alarm decal is bogus, and continues with the 

burglary. II 

In summary, burglary deterrence is a question of increasing the 

burglar's perceived risk of being noticed either by residen:ts of the 

targeted home, theiY\\ neighbors, or the police. Thus, the Neighborhood 

Watch Program can be an exceptionally valuable tool when.used in con-
~ 

junction with a campaign to make citizens aware of what should be con-

sidered suspicious. On the same principle, intelligently applied physical 
II' 

security will increase the time a burglar must spend and the noise he must 

. make in order to gain entry, thereby increasing th'e risk of notice. Police 

patrols can be an effective deterrent, providing the police appreciate ~ 

. their deterren't, rather than strictly enforcement, role. Mor"e on thi s 

last,point later. J) 

Operation Identification has some value, but at present it does not seem' 
o 

to be a very effective deterrent. While it may reduce "~ne loss to homeowners 
~ a 

in some cases, the program has as yet a lo",g way to go before it becomes 
c; 

,'-, c " 
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an effective deterrent. Greater partic;pation.is needed, and a standard state-

wide - and eventually nationwide - numbering system must be developed. The 

decal'~ at present are simply not respected by burglars. Their "education" will 

come about only as more of them are arrested and convicted as a result of the 

program. 

Still, "while not at present a deterrent, Operation .Identification does 

increase the likelihood that recovered items wi'll be returned to their owners. 

It also increases .the likelihood of successful prosecution of those in whos.\e 

possession the marked items are found. As standardization and participation 

increases, the program wi1l likely increase in deterrent value. 

0IMPLICATIONS FOR PATROL 

One of our questions related to the subjects' past close calls with the 

police. From this type of conversation we gained information which we believe 

has implications for patrol procedures. First, obviously, a police officer should 

be aware that his presence.,., and especially his questioning of people in the area, 

can be an extt.':emely effecti ve deterrent to a burgl ar. All too often pol icemen 

hesitate to cnntact subjects because of ' a lack of probable cause to believe they 

have committed some crime. That is, the officer is more prone to look for' those) 

things whichcmight lead to an arrest. It should be emphasized to patrolmen that 

their presence, a~d their active contact with persons, although perhaps not leading 

to an arrest, can be an effective deterrent to crime. 

Second, th~ patrol offtcer's approach to a possible burglary in progress 

should be modifie¢~ While a burglar is in a house he is, needless to say, alert. 

Any sound that he hears heightens that attitude. Even at nighttime when the 

patrol car approaches silently with its lights off the burglar will often .hear 

the,engineoas it is winding up from a block or two away •. Two things should be 
.«' 

'" done by the pol ice officers as they are approaching a p'ossible burglary in prqgress. . ' . ~ 

-11-L·····.'· k:_, 0 u ::;0. __ --'-_~_--". 
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First, they s,hould coordinate their approach from particular directions, and they', 

s'hould'Ctime this approach so as to reach the targeted housfi at the ~'illrie time. 

Not only shoul d one take the back whi 1 e the other takes the front, but th,~.Y shoul d' 

both reach those locations at the same time. second: other units should begin a 
(f 

perimeter search. If a burglar succeeds in getting out of the house"before 0 C 
i ,f " 

officers arrive, he will likely not return iminediately to his vehicle. If there 
t' ~ 

is a foot chase, he will hide some place in the area, perhaps for hours until the 

police officers leave. The perimeter cars wguld be conducting a search for the 

subject should he escape from the officers at the scene. They would also be 

looking for the suspect's car in the area. Again, they could expect to find this 

vehicle within a block radius of the targeted house. Should the vehicle be 

found it should be staked out. It should not be impounded immediately. (Incident

ally, we heard a few "tales from our subjects about their hiding for hoUrs fnslde 

a building, having been unexpectedly interrupted in their work, until the police 
, 

left or the residents went to sleep, believing the burglar had escaped befor~ 

hi s cY'";me was di scovered. ) 

Third, any items of value which are 'found abandoned in culverts or other 

concealed locations should not be immediately seized as recovered property. 
(;: 

/; They may well be loot taken· in a burglary and 'stashed for later recovery. 

These items ~hould be staked out by unmarked cars and plain clothes officers • . , , (, 

Fourth, our responses to silent alarm calls need to be~ rp,odified. The 0 

{ '-' 

subjects to whom we spoke are exceptionally ignorant concerning alarm systems •. , 
o ~\ 

They know th~t a taped window at a store indicates the presence of an alarm\ " 

., '() 

~ G 

However, the.}', have c;llmost no knowledge about ultrasonic alarms arM other movementiOo 

detectorswhi~h may beinst~lled inside. cFrequently, much mor·e frequently than 
. " t.\ '0;; il 

we had supposed, a burgl at will test an alarm system by throwing a r"ock ~hro,l,Agb 
'!);:I ( r;, 

the window. °He will then back off to a concealed point where he can watch for ~the 
.~ '" , .. "> <::::::> G' ' 

respor.se of the police. When the officer arri'ves, h~ find"s~' ro'ck ttl,rough ~ '5 ~,' ~ 
~ , ~ 
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window, btl'f'nq apparen,t ent.ry. Howmany times have these calls resulted 
() 

,only in criminal misghief reparts~,Thu~ th.e need for a perimeter patrol 

," tactic similar to tha,t discussed earlier. Silent alarm calls should be 

dispatched'lto sufficient agents to cover the building and to perform an, 

interior search~ Once again, these agents should coordinate both their 

route to the targeted building, and their time of arrival. ·Perimeter 

search ',=ars should also be dispatched. If it was an I~ctual burglar and 

he has just left the premises, these perimeter cars would be looking for 

o l1im., They would also be looking for a suspect hiding nearby, should the 

~'alarm turn out to be the result of a brick through the window. 

Lastly, we learned that these subjects have a great deal of respect 

for the police. Even though departmental policies and state'aw strictly 

limit the use of deadly force, all of these persons to whom we spoke believed 

that a policeman would shoot a fleeing burglar. Many, however, qualified, 

this b'y' saying that the policeman's demeanor and tone of voice was all

important. Thi sis, if the policeman te 11 s them to halt as if he truly 

means it, they are more likely to halt. 

We had expected to hear some bragging about how they had perhaps out

witted the police on various occasions. However, very little of that came 

out in these interviews. There is some feelinri among the subjects that we, the 

II t"'~pol ice and the offenders. are merely game participants, and we bel ieve there 
~\ ~,'" 

() 1s an i;portant implication in this. It is true that a policeman is likely 

"to 'get more cooperation from a suspect if he treats him not in a hostile manner, 
(:: 

But as an almost friendly adversary. The attitude should be something like jl 

"We11, you got away from uS a lot of times, but this time we've got you. I win 

this roun~." I found little hostility among burglars we interviewed directed 

toward the"po1ice, and this fact can be used to o~r a~vantage during the 

interrogation s~age. Ii 

"j' 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR INVESTlGATORS .~. 

Most of the subjects to whom we spoke claimed tha't they usually worked 

alone. Some of them worked in teams primarily so that they could carry more 

items from the house. However, almost all of them had stories about being 

"burned!! by their partners. Futhermore, all of them) when they~~worked with 

a partner, knew that person extremely well. They knew his full name, where 

he lived, where he could be found. Nevertheless, t~ley did not fully trust 

them to split the take equally. There was also a great deal of apprehension " 

that they might be "snitched off" by their partners. This a,lmost universal 

feeling among the subjects we interviewed has implication for investigating 

officers, and the way they might interrogate arrestees. It should be a 

relatively simple matter to sow mistrust in an arrestee in order to gain 

his partner's identity. 

A couple of other interesting points came out during these interviews. 

First, almost all of our subjects. claimed that theyworried about fingerprints 
I' " 

left at the scene and that th'~y wore gloves when committing a burglary. However, 

this does not appear to be t'fue among the novices whom we talked to. Also. 

we do not know whether to take this claim about the wearing of glovesseriously;-:-~ 

since it has been our experience that fingerprints are frequently found at crim~ 

scenes and often suspects are identified through them. 

A couple of subjects said that while they.::,did not wear gloves, they were 

careful wb~re they touched. One claimed that he taped the first joints of ,his 

fingers in order not to leave print)s. This of course has implic.ations" for the 
'0 

crime scene investigator who processes the scene. He must be aware that he 

should use his imagination in looking for prints. Not on1.yshould he be S·earch;' 
'. co I : • C! ;. 

ing the obvious places, but he should, for example, dust the edges .of the bureau 
~ . 

drawers as well as the handles. The policy of taking palm prints for burglary 

arrests should of course remain in effect. 

-14-
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IMPLICATIONS FOR COMMUNICATIONS 

Our Communications personnel need to be made more aware of the implications 

of particular calls. For example, what constitutes allba.rking dog ll ? There is 

a difference between a call from a neighbor whose dog has just begun barking in 

the backyard, and a call from a neighbor who is complaining about the incessant 

barking of a neighborls dog('rhich has been making a pest of itself. The first 

call may indicate a prowler or potential burglar. The second call is of a 

# simple neighborhood problem. However, frequently there is no distinction made 
f " ~ between these two types of calls. Both go out as IIbarki ng dog II calls. Thi s 

'of results in a feeling of apathy-on the part of the responding officer. Prowler 
il il >, calls too need to be treated as potential attempted burglary calls. Not only 

o 

should COmlllunications employees be aware of this, but we need to emphasize the 

importance of these kinds of call~ to our patrol officers too. 

CITIZEN AWARENESS 

We also need to make our citizens more aware of suspicious circumstances, 

and encourage them to call us. They should be made aware that suspicious persons 

in the area, especially strangers who are looking for unknow'n families in the 

area, should "be checked out. By the same token, we should convince our patrol 
" officers that these calls from citizens 'should be taken more seriously. All 

too often, patrol officers handle these suspicious persons calls in much too 

cavalier a fashion. 

CONCLUSION 

We are convinced that burglaries can be reduced. However, it requires the 

efforts of citizens ~hemselves, as well as the police. The role of the latter, 

astrle from enforcement, is to make our citizenry aware of the seriousness of 
~) .. . . 

.' the" problem ffrst, to educate them in ways ot: protecting themselves second, and 

third to encourage th~rn to report suspicious circumstances to us. 
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Those of us in crime prevention have an additional duty. We must convince all 

our officers that they have an important role to play in deterring crime, a role 

fully as essential as arresting criminals after the fact. With full cooperation 

among the police and the citizens, we have every reason to believe that the crime 

rate will decline. 
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